Combat Robotics @ Cornell
Combat Robotics at Cornell is a student-run engineering team focused on creating a unique outlet for innovation, engineering, and creativity. As the first robotics club of its kind at Cornell, we aim to collaborate and design 12-pound robots using advanced mechanical design skills and an emphasis on novel solutions for several competitions, such as the Norwalk Havok Robot League, throughout the year.

Since October 2019, the team has grown to over 30 dedicated members specializing in various disciplines, such as mechanical engineering, computer science, and business. The multidisciplinary skills of the team facilitate innovation and creativity, greatly contributing to victory in battle.
OUR TIMELINE

July 2019
Founded team

March - Dec 2020
Continued projects virtually

August 2020
Completed first robot designs

May 2021
Finished composite manufacturing of Donatello. Developed core code for autonomous robot movement

Nov 2021
Completed first full robot, Manny

Jan 2022
Received project team status at Cornell. Manufacturing and testing begins

March 26, 2022
First competition: Norwalk Havoc Robot League

May 2022
First showcase to Cornell community through interactive demos

March 2023
Norwalk Havoc Robot League Competition

Spring 2024 and future years
Team builds 30 lb. robots for first collegiate-only competition: Robobrawl
SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Bronze CRC Sponsor*
Recognition on our website

Silver CRC Sponsor ($250+)
Recognition on our website. Company name and logo on our team banner, to be displayed at Cornell and at the showcase

Gold CRC Sponsor ($500+)
Your company's name and logo on our team T-shirts. Recognition on our website and company name and logo on our team banner, to be displayed at Cornell and at the showcase

Platinum CRC Sponsor ($1000+)
Complementary Combat Robotics T-Shirts. Recognition on our website. Your company's name and logo on our team T-shirts and our team banner, to be displayed at Cornell and future showcases

*Recognition for any non-monetary donations can be discussed on a case-by-case basis.
HOW TO SPONSOR
There are two methods for giving funds; choose whichever is best for you.

Method 1: GoFundMe

You can sponsor us through our GoFundMe page which can be accessed by scanning the QR code or by copying and following this link: https://gofund.me/12b67a65

Method 2: Donation Form

You can also sponsor us by filling out the donation form on the next page.

(Full form is on the next page)
DONATION FORM

DONOR INFORMATION

Name / Organization: ______________________________________
Organization Address: _____________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: _________________________________________
Email Address: ______________________________________________
Organization Website: ______________________________________

DONATION INFORMATION

Donation Amount ($): ______________________________________

*Donations to Combat Robotics at Cornell are tax-deductible.
Fair Market Value of Donation ($): _________________________

Do you require a charitable donation receipt?
( ) Yes    ( ) No

Signature: ___________________________    Date: ____________

Please mail forms made out to "Cornell University" with the memo "Combat Robotics at Cornell" to:

Day Hall, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY 14853

If you have any questions, please contact:

Sofia Halpern
Full Team Lead
sh899@cornell.edu

Edith Chen
Business Team Lead
ec638@cornell.edu

For Gifts in Kind: Please estimate the value of the gift and enclose documentation of donation, and mail it to the listed address.